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401 FERROMAGNETISM IN FRESHWATER BACTERIA 
Fig.. 1 Representative magnetic bacteria separated from sediments 
by application of nonuniform magnetic fields (by phase-contrast 
microscopy). 
concluded that these bacteria oriented through a direct ferro­
magnetic response and exhibited properties characteristic of single 
magnetic domains. 
Intracytoplasmic chains of granules or crystals were present in 
both marine [Fig. 3(a)] and freshwater [Fig. 3(b)] magnetic bacteria 
collected from muds. In the predominant marine form present in Eel 
Pond (Massachusetts) the particles were found to contain iron as a 
major element (Blakemore, 1975). 
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Fig.i . 3.. Iron-containing  crystalst l  withinit i  magneticti  bacteria.. Electron  
micrograph  of  unstained  cells  of  the  predominant  type  found  in  (a)  a 
marineri  marshrs  and  (b)( ) aa freshwaterfr s t r swamp.s . 
. . �  
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Fig. 4 Electron micrograph of thin-sectioned magnetic cell of strain 
of crystals within cytoplasmic region. Bar MS-!. Note chain 
length, 0.25 jJ.m. 
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